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Abstract: We report here on recent developments in the characterization of molecular
branching,  molecular cyclicity,  molecular shape,  and chirality using graph theoretical
invariants.

INTRODUCTION

Quantitative characterizations of molecular structural features has been

overlooked and neglected for too long time.   It is not uncommon to come across

qualitative statements about molecular branching,  molecular cyclicity,  or molecular

shape.   Thus,  for example,  occasionally we find stated in chemical textbooks that the

boiling points of alkanes decrease with the degree of molecular branching,  even though

the branching in alkanes has not been rigorously defined.   In fact,  such a statement has

motivated Wiener [1] to develop his graph theoretical approach to structure-property

correlation analysis.

It is generally accepted that most molecular properties critically depend on

molecular size and molecular shape.   Yet while molecular size can be characterized
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relatively well by number of molecular descriptors,  e. g.,  the number of atoms in a

molecule (particularly non-hydrogen atoms),  or molecular weight,  the characterization

of molecular shape remains elusive.   Similar situation is with the characterization of

molecular cyclicity,  chirality,  the degree of folding,  degree of planarity,  molecular

complexity,  aromaticity, and several other molecular attributes.   The same extends to a

degree to the characterization of molecular similarity and molecular diversity,  the

properties that relate to a class of molecules rather than to an individual chemical

structure.   In this report we will review recent developments in characterization of

several of the mentioned molecular attributes.

DESIDERATA

First, let us emphasize the distinction between the characterization of a molecule

and the representation of molecular structure.   The characterization refers to description

of molecular structures by one or more descriptors (parameters,  graph theoretical or

topological indices,  structural indices).   The representation refers to giving a molecule

unique label,  name,  code,  which permits its full reconstruction.   In the language of

computer science we may say that molecular representation corresponds to an input

information on a molecule (or molecular graph) while molecular characterization

corresponds to mathematical property of a structure,  which typically comes as an output

of computer manipulation with  a structure.

There are hundreds of molecular descriptors.   For example,  the program

CODESSA evaluates some 400 graph theoretical descriptors and quantum chemical

parameters for molecules to be considered in a structure-property-activity study [2].

Such a large number of descriptors raises the question how to select descriptors,  besides

the question how to interpret the resulting regressions,  the problems that have hardly

received due attention.   We will briefly address this topic in this report.

The slow advance in quantitative characterization of molecular attributes is

primarily due to lack of precise definition of such attributes.   What is molecular shape?

How should molecular branching be defined?   Can we measure the degree of chirality?

Even the questions that at the first sight appear not difficult,  like what is molecular size,
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how is to be defined and how is one to measure molecular size need some scrutiny.

Many molecules have the same number of atoms (or heavy atoms) and could be viewed

as having the same size.   But an index of limited resolution (such as the number of

carbon atoms in alkanes,  or number of carbon atoms and hetero-atoms in organic

molecules) has also limited applicability when one is interested in minor variation in

molecular properties,  e. g., the variation in properties of isomers.  Molecules having the

same number o atoms in general will have different  molecular volumes and different

molecular weight.   Is molecular volume or molecular weight to be used as the preferred

descriptor of molecular size?

As we will see there may be more than one way of measuring quantitatively the

same molecular attribute.   When statistical methods are used for study of the structure-

property relationship two deciding factors ought to be considering:  (1) The quality of the

statistical analysis (measured by the correlation coefficient r,  the coefficient of

determination  r2,  the standard error s,  the Fisher ration  F or other statistical

parameters);  and  (2)  The possibility of structural interpretation of the results.   Even a

cursory screening of chemical literature shows that the above two important factors are

too often ignored,  if not fully,  at least partially.   This makes comparative QSAR,  which

should point to best statistical models and the best molecular descriptors for specific

situations, difficult if not impossible.   The emphasis in the development of molecular

descriptors ought to be on the quality of the descriptors,  which is measured by how well

they cover the molecular structure-property space rather than how well they discriminate

among structures.   The structure discrimination is an important property of a descriptor

and indirectly points to the capability of a descriptor to capture diverse structural features

of a molecule.   However,  if those feature are at the same time not critical for

determining the relative manifestation of property of interest descriptor which has high

discriminatory power will be of little interest even if it has relatively simple structural

interpretation (which most of highly discriminatory indices don’t have).

In the following sections we will outline the recent development for

characterization of a selection of molecular attributes.   All the results outlined are

relatively new,  some of the results reported here have even not yet been published.   For

additional introductory material and in particular for extensions of the graph theoretical
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approaches to the charcterization of 3D structures,  which because of space we will not

consider here,  we would like to direct readers to ref. [4-6],  which review most of recent

developments in that area.

CHARACTERIZATION OF MOLECULAR BRANCHING

Already in 1973 Lovasz and Pelikan suggested the leading or the first eigenvalue

of the adjacency matrix as a molecular branching index [3].   The connectivity index χ

[7],  was initially called the branching index,  and was thought to be a useful descriptor of

molecular branching.   Indeed, χ parallels quite well the boiling points in smaller alkanes,

which parallel qualitatively the degree of branching.  However,  the connectivity index χ

can be also computed for linear structures and cyclic structures without branches,  so the

name “connectivity index” instead of “branching index”  which was suggested by Kier

[8],  is a better name for this index.   Both branching indices have some limitations as

they do not discriminate between several structures that show apparently different

branching pattern.   Thus,  for example the leading eigenvalue for 3-methylheptane and

2,5-dimethylhexane is the same (λ1 = 2.00000),  while the connectivity index is same for

3-methylheptane and 4-methylheptane (χ = 0.80806).   Recently Kirby discussed the

limitations of both these indices and offered some remedies that in particular improve the

performance the connectivity index for larger alkanes [9].

Is there another branching index that does not show the limitations shown by the

leading eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix and the connectivity index?   Recently  such a

novel index was proposed [10].   It is based on the path matrix,  a newly introduced

matrix for graphs in which the matrix elements are expressed as the path subgraphs of a

graph considered [11].   To obtain matrix in a numerical form one selects a mathematical

property of interest for the subgraphs that appear as matrix elements.   When one selects

the leading eigenvalues (λ1) of the subgraphs and then takes the leading eigenvalue of so

constructed matrix one obtain the novel branching index (designated a λλ1).   For

example,  the new branching index for 3-methylheptane, 4-methylheptane and 2,5-

dimethylhexane are 10.2359,  10.2211 and 10.1712 respectively.   The λλ1 index for
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reported for all alkanes having n=10 or fewer carbon atoms [12].   It has also been

reported for selected larger trees that have

several coincidental topological indices [13].

So far no two trees having the same ll1 index

have been found.   In Table 1 below we

illustrate the path matrix and in Table 2 the path

eigenvalue matrix for 2-methylpentane.

Table 1

Table 2

0 1.00000 1.41421 1.61803 1.73205 1.41421

1.00000 0 1.00000 1.41421 1.61803 1.00000

1.41421 1.00000 0 1.00000 1.41421 1.41421

1.61803 1.41421 1.00000 0 1.00000 1.61803

1.73205 1.61803 1.41421 1.00000 0 1.73205

1.41421 1.00000 1.41421 1.61803 1.73205 0

The elements of Table 2 are the leading eigenvalue of the adjacency matrices of paths p1-

p4.   The leading eigenvalue of so constructed path matrix is the new branching index.

1 3
2 4

5

6

0 p1 p2 p3 p4 p2

p1 0 p1 p2 p3 p1

p2 p1 0 p1 p2 p2

p3 p2 p1 0 p1 p3

p4 p3 p2 p1 0 p4

p2 p1 p2 p3 p4 0
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CHARACTERIZATION OF MOLECULAR CYCLICITY

Within the Chemical Graph Theory [14, 15] characterization of molecular

cyclicity received some attention.   Bonchev,  Mekenyan and Trinajstic [16] were the first

to propose cyclicity index for molecules.   They developed a set of rules that were

paralleled the relative magnitude of the Wiener index [17] for cyclic molecules.

Although later their approach was improved [18] it still maintains its original ad hoc

character in that occasionally human intervention was called for in order to resolve

unforeseen ambiguities.   Can one design molecular cyclicity index that will be less

dependent on human intervention?

Recently a novel cyclicity index was proposed which show promise. It has a high

discrimination power and hopefully will resolve the questions of relative cyclicity among

molecules with limited if any human intervention [19].   The index is based on the so

called D/DD quotient matrix constructed from the elements of the graph distance matrix

D [20],  and the graph Detour matrix DD [21].   The element dij  of the distance matrix is

given by the distance between vertices i and j measured by the number of bonds between

them,  while the element ddij  of the detour matrix is defined as the length of the longest

path between vertices i and j.   The i, j element of the quotient matrix D/DD is given by

the ratio dij /ddij .   The new index of molecular cyclicity is obtained as the average row

sum of the so constructed matrix (suitably normalized).   In Table 3 below we illustrate

the D/DD matrix for the small bicyclic structure shown at the right of the table.

Table 3

0 1/4 2/4 2/4 1/4

1/4 0 1/4 2/3 1/3

2/4 1/4 0 1/4 2/3

2/4 2/3 1/4 0 1/4

1/4 1/3 2/3 1/4 0

1

25

34
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A comparison of two molecules having the same number of atoms but different

cyclic structure shows that molecule with more cycles will have smaller row sums

because it will allow for many atom pairs longer detour paths.   Importantly,  the

approach permits construction of indices that apply locally,  to individual rings and

cycles.

CHARACTERIZATION OF MOLECULAR SHAPE

The shape,  just as chirality,  is not only the characteristic of three dimensional

objects,  although clearly the shape and chirality are very apparent properties of 3-

dimensional objects and molecules.   Objects embedded in 2 dimensional space also may

have distinct shape.   Even objects of a lesser dimension may show different shapes,  as

illustrated by shapes of fractals,  the dimension of which typically varies between one and

two (if embedded in a plane).   Graphs despite being widely referred to as two

dimensional objects are,  strictly speaking,  one dimensional mathematical objects [20].

One can however speak of the shape of a graph despite that graphs allow different

pictorial representation and lack rigid structure.   Simple indices of shapes of graphs are

“girth,”  “thickness,”  “eccentricity,”  (see ref. [20] for details),  which to some degree

discriminate among graphs of widely different forms.   Kier [22] was first to propose

shape indices for molecular graphs,  the so called kappa shape indices.   The kappa shape

indices have been widely used in QSAR [23].

A close look at the definition of Kier’s κ indices reveals their somewhat arbitrary

character.   The indices are based on comparison between selected descriptors for the

extreme shapes for graphs having n vertices.  For trees the extreme graphs are on one

hand the linear graph (or a path graph) having n vertices and on the other hand the so

called “star” graph in which all vertices are connected to a central vertex.   The extreme

graphs,  the path graph and the star graph have visibly different count of paths.  Kier has

used the count of paths in these extreme cases as the reference points in his definition of

the respective shape indices.   One could say that κ shape indices represent a measure of a

departure of molecular shape from that of the extreme cases,  which have set the scale for

such measurement.   Hence,  we may speak of κ as a relative shape indices.
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Can we design an absolute shape index for molecular graphs,  an index which will

not require other structures as the reference points as has been the case with Kier’s kappa

indices?   Recently such new shape indices have been proposed [24].   An absolute index

has an apparent advantage that it does not require a choice of the reference structures.

Instead of using paths for characterization of the structures,  including the extreme

reference structures,  on the “shape” scale we combine the count of paths of different

length and the count of walks of different length for characterization of molecular shape.

We will illustrate the approach on graph of 2-methylpentane.   We will assume the

standard numbering of carbon atoms.   For each atom first we find the count of paths (pi)

and count of walks (wi).   The count of walks could continue indefinitely,  since the

lengths of walks is unbounded,  but we stopped to match the walks to the paths because

we will make the quotients (pi/wi):

Paths       Walks Path/Walks

Atom p1 p2 p3 p4 w1 w2 w3 w4 q1 q2 q3 q4

1 1 2 1 1 1 3 4 11 1 2/3 1/4 1/11

2 3 1 1 3 4 11 1 1/4 1/11

3 2 3 2 5 1 3/5

4 2 1 2 2 3 7 1 1/3 1/7

5 1 1 1 2 1 2 3 7 1 1/2 1/3 2/7

6 1 2 1 1 1 3 4 11 1 2/3 1/4 1/11

Molecular shape indices are obtained by taking 1/6 of the sum of all (pi/wi) atomic

contributions giving in the case of 2-methylpentane:  q1=1.00000, q2=0.50278,

q3=0.17785, q4=0.07792.

The few applications of the new shape indices on selected properties of alkanes

have shown that these indices lead to significantly better regressions than the Kier’s

kappa shape indices   In Table 4 below we show the statistical parameters for several

thermodynamic properties of heptane isomers when using two shape indices  p2/w2 and

p3/w3 (the index p1/w1 is always 1 and is therefore of no interest).
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Table 4

Property Coefficient of
regression   r

Standard error   s Fisher Ratio   F

Boiling points 0.9340 2.33 oC 51.3

Pitzer steric factor 0.9729 0.438 133.0

Entropy 0.9451 1.57 62.8

Heat of formation 0.9819 0.078 201.4

Critical Heat 0.9609 0.373 89.5

Critical Pressure 0.9840 0.229 228.9

Heat of formation

(vapor)

0.9705 0.520 121.7

No other simple molecular descriptors when restricted to the nine isomers of heptane

give so good results.   It remains however to be seen how will these indices be genera-

lized and extended to molecular having heteroatoms.

CHARACTERIZATION OF MOLECULAR CHIRALITY

Lord Kelvin has pointed out already at the beginning of this century that chirality

exists in spaces of different dimension,  besides the generally recognized cases of chirality

for objects in 3D [25].   We will restrict our attention here to chirality of molecules

embedded in 2D and will illustrate novel and the first molecular descriptors of the

chirality on smaller benzenoids.   It is generally accepted that a chiral molecule and its

antipodal counterpart if looked in an isolation will have all their mathematical or physical

properties identical.   Since molecular descriptors are nothing but mathematical properties

of a structure it appears impossible to come with a design of a molecular descriptor,

topological index,  or quantum chemical parameter,  which will distinguish a molecule

and its enantiomer.   In fact,  all the reported topological indices,  and there are several

hundreds of such,  are the same for a structure and its enantiomer.   Chiral structures are
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discriminated when considered in a chiral environment,  such as occurs when a chiral

molecule approaches a receptor (which as a rule is also chiral).

So how can one design a descriptor which will give different values for a chiral

molecule and its mirror image?   The task appears impossible,  yet very recently the first

graph theoretical invariant (i. e., mathematical property) was designed that differentiate

mirror image from its parent structure [26]. We will outline this construction on

benzo[a]anthracene (shown below), which when embedded in a plane represents a chiral

structure.

�

Observe that if we decide to “walk” around the molecular periphery from selected atom

(like atom #1) the two opposing direction of walk produce different walking pattern.

We may speak of asymmetry of atomic environment along the perimeter and can measure

this asymmetry by some graph theoretical descriptor.   Let us first make a list of atomic

valences as we go around the molecular periphery.   For example,  starting from atom 1

and including it,  we have:

clockwise 2, 2, 2, 3, 2, 2, 3, 2, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 2, 3, 3, 2

anticlockwise 2, 2, 3, 3, 2, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 2, 3, 2, 2, 3, 2, 2.

In the next step we will make the corresponding sequences for the partial sums by adding

successively elements of the series:

clockwise 2, 4, 6, 9, 11, 13, 16, 18, 21, 23, 25, 27, 29, 32, 34, 37, 40, 42

anticlockwise 2, 4, 7, 10, 12, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 26, 28, 31, 33, 35, 38, 40, 42.
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The above sequences,  both belonging to carbon atom # 1,  contain some information on

the asymmetry of the periphery of the molecule when,  starting from atom # 1,  we go

around the molecular periphery in opposite directions.   In the next step we want to

extract from the two sequences a single descriptor.  One can define such descriptor by

considering the difference between the anticlockwise (mathematical positive sense) and

clockwise orientation (mathematically negative sense).   For the above illustration we

obtain as the difference D1 = 14,  the subscript 1 relates to the atom selected.   When this

is completed for all atoms one obtains the results shown below:

+14

+2

-10
-4

+2
-10

-4
+2

+8
+14

+2

-10

-22

-16

-10

-4

+20

+26

Clearly some atoms have more asymmetric environment while others show a lesser

differentiation between two opposing directions of walking around the molecular

periphery.   The same calculation can be performed for the mirror image structure.   The

difference will only be in the sign of the individual contributions,  while the corresponding

atoms will maintain the same magnitudes.   The calculations for a molecule and its

enantiomer differ only in the exchange of the clockwise sequence for anticlockwise and

vice versa.

We will use the derived Di values for construction of a chirality index.   Consider

first simply the sum of  Σ Di  values.  It is zero,  and this is true for its mirror image.

However,  if we calculate the sums of the odd powers of the Di numbers we will in

general obtain non zero result.   In the case of benzanthracene using a simple

normalization based on the number of atoms in a structure we obtain:

Σ(Di)
3/183 Σ(Di)

5/185 Σ(Di)
7/187 Σ(Di)

9/189 Σ(Di)
11/1811
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benzanthracene +2.17284 +5.07240 +10.97954 +23.70935 +51.05061

mirror image -2.17284 -5.07240 -10.97954 -23.70935 -51.05061

Alternative normalization could be considered but at this stage of the development of

chirality indices the emphasis has been on the constructing the “impossible” rather than

adjusting the derived index for a specific application.   As we see the molecule and its

enantiomer have positive and negative chirality indices respectively.   The above is the

first graph theoretical invariant (or call it the first topological index) that discriminates

among enantiomers.   If molecule is achiral all the components (Di)
m/nm (m being odd and

n is the number of atoms in the structure) occur in pairs,  positive and negative,  resulting

in all sums Σ(Di)
m/n to be zero.

There is an important conceptual consequence of the possibility to construct

chirality indices as those illustrated above.   Hitherto chirality has been viewed as a

relative property.   That means that in order to assign a relative chirality label,  such as

left or right (e. g. d and l sugar) a molecule  M and its mirror image M* have to be

compared to some standard.   For most molecules one come across this is possible,  but

as Ruch has pointed out for some objects this is not necessarily possible [26].   Thus,  for

example,  one can speak of the left and the right shoe,  or the left and the right glove,

because these object can be matched to the left and the right hands which are assumed to

be the standard of reference.   However,  as indicated by Ruch,  one can come across

chiral potatoes and not be able to tell which is left and which is right.   Moreover,  as has

been pointed out by Randic and Razinger [28],  the classification of chiral molecules

analogous to the left and the right isomers may depend on the standard chosen.  So for

one standard  one may obtain for a molecule M and its enantiomer M* to  be classified to

correspond to standards A and A*,  but for some other standards the assignment of the

label (* or no *) may reverse.   This clearly points to the relative nature of classification

of molecules and their enantiomers.

In our case the situation is different.  We do not need standards to determine the

chiral character of a molecule M and its enantiomer.   If the chirality indices are positive

we have M+ if they are negative we have M-,  independent of any such assignment for any

other pair of molecules.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this report we have limited our attention to molecules represented by molecular

graphs rather then molecules represented as 3D structure.   Some of the recent

development outlined here can be readily extended to 3D structures,  other, including the

chirality indices,  may require more efforts and some imagination.   Be as it may,  the

purpose of this communication has been to raise consciousness among the practitioners

towards the need for meaningful,  that is,  structurally interpretable and conceptually

simple descriptors.   Despite there being hundreds of descriptors apparently there is still

room for the improvement.   Selection of descriptors to be used in structure-property-

activity studies should not be delegated solely to the computers although the statistical

criteria will continue to be useful for preliminary screening of descriptors taken from a

large pool.   Often in an automated selection of descriptors a descriptor will be discarded

because it is highly correlated with another descriptor already selected.  But what is

important is not whether two descriptors parallel one another,  i.e., duplicate much of the

same structural information but whether they in those parts that are important for

structure-property correlations.   If they differ in the domain which is important for the

property considered both descriptors should be retained,  if they differ in the parts that

are not relevant for the correlation of considered property then one of them can be

discarded.   Hence,  the residual of the correlation between two descriptors should be

examined and kept or discarded depending on how well it can improved the correlation

based on already selected descriptors.   Alternatively,  one should replace the set of

descriptors used by descriptors that can be extracted from them through the

orthgonalization procedure that has been introduced in regression analysis [29-33],

perhaps somewhat belatedly,  but should not because of the late start be overlooked in

the future.
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